4 Workflows beyond the Essentials [PD5711-L]
Patrick Alonzo – D3 Technologies
Kim Hendrix – D3 Technologies
PD5711-L: In this class we will look at 4 tools that are very useful in finishing pipe designs. These tools are not
covered in the basic essentials class so some knowledge of AutoCAD Plant 3D software will be needed to
accomplish them. We will look at end code and joint setup, custom component properties, customizing iso symbols,
and look at a workflow to help save time when customizing a catalog. This will not be a step-by-step learning type of
class; rather, it will be more of a discovery process that will leave users knowing a great deal about these particular
tools.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:


Setup joints that listen to you



Utilize custom part tool before adding a part in the Catalog Editor



Configure a size specific property from Catalog to BOM



Customize symbols for your Iso Drawings

About the Speaker
Patrick Alonzo is based out of d3 Technologies Ltd.’s office in Tulsa, and he works alongside Kim Hendrix in the
manufacturing segment of Autodesk, Inc., software. He has a bachelor's degree in industrial management from the
University of Missouri, and he has been training, implementing, supporting, and consulting on numerous
manufacturing packages. Almost 4 years ago Pat found his niche for AutoCAD Plant 3D software while doing some
long-term contract work using AutoCAD Plant 3D software to design water systems for copper mining facilities. Since
then he has traveled the country training customers in AutoCAD Plant 3D software for D3 Technologies; for Synergis
Technologies, LLC; and for MasterGraphics. Pat is currently moving into the deep customization of AutoCAD Plant
3D software to set up custom catalogs for specialized clamped-pipe styles for ash-collection systems in coal plants.
Last year Pat co-taught with Kim in her legendary Autodesk University course entitled Tap Dancing through Plant
Design Suite, and he is excited for the opportunity to share some of the knowledge and tricks he has learned in
AutoCAD Plant 3D software.
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Introduction
For this lab I have created a project that has been modified to accommodate for the four objectives that we
will run through below. I have tried to make it as “black and white” as possible, so that duplicating these tools
into your workflow will be fairly painless. For instance I have changed all the end codes to AAA, BBB, CCC, etc.
This will help me in describing exactly what is going on in this hand out. Also, many of the simple and
compound joints have been stripped out so we can start from scratch. This will ensure that users understand
every part of the configuration that is utilized by a connection setup. Please feel free to contact me at
pat.alonzo@d3tech.net if you would like the dataset after it becomes unavailable from the AU site.
So to start, the project is for AutoCAD Plant 3D 2015. I’m hoping to have the project on the C drive root, but
will let you all know where it ends up at the beginning of class. The first step to any of these workflows is to
open the AU2014 project. From there all configuration and data is ready to go. Hope you enjoy the lab.
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Setup joints that listen to you
In the project setup portion of an AutoCAD Plant 3D project, users have the ability to tell the project how to
handle the connection of two specific end codes. Whether the connection takes a simple fastener, like a
welded or glued process, or if the connection needs another component from the spec, it can be setup in the
End Connections section of the Project Setup. In this section of the lab we will explore compound joints, what
processes Plant is running through to make these connections, and how to make Plant choose the correct
components without having to substitute all the time.
In this exercise we will be configuring a compound joint that puts in one of two different couplings. We will
configure the couplings and the compound joint settings so that the correct coupling goes into the model for
the different end conditions. Keeping the user from having to substitute from the default. While substitution
is quick and easy in Plant 3D it is best avoided as it can move existing piping components down the line, and
the user may not realize it right away.
Exercise Intro
We will look at two connection situations here. The first coupling will be placed when an AAA end code meets
up with another AAA connection. The second coupling will be added when an AAA end code meets up with a
BBB end code. We will also set it up so that when a BBB and a BBB meet up a butt-weld is added. We will start
with the BBB to BBB connection in this exercise, then move onto the two compound joints.
Add End Codes to Plant 3D
1.
2.
3.

4.

Create a new Plant 3D drawing in the project. Name it Test Model.dwg, accept all other defaults.
In the command line type the command PLANTENDCODES.
In the Manage End Codes dialog box select the Add button to add a
new End Codes to Plant 3D. Add the following:
 AAA- CONNECTION A
 BBB- CONNECTION B
 CCC- CONNECTION C
Select OK to exit the window.
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Add a simple joint for BBB to BBB connections
1.
2.

Open the project Setup
Expand the Plant 3D DWG Settings, select Piping Connection Settings.
 See image above for key points from the Piping Connection Settings.
3. Select the top Add… button that is up by the simple joints area to the right.
4. In the Add Joint dialog box, Joint Name enter: BBBtoBBB
 This is the coded name of the joint and cannot have spaces or special characters
5. Under Display Name enter: CONN B WELDED CONNECTION
6. For End 1 and End 2 scroll down and select the BBB end code on each side
7. Check the box for Buttweld under the Fasteners: heading.
 You can pick more than one fastener in this section. For instance a flanged simple joint has a
bolt set as well as a gasket.
8. In the properties matches: section select Add Property on the right.
9. Once the Select Class Properties box opens,
make sure that Pipe Run Component is
selected on the left, and scroll to Nominal
Diameter on the right side.
 You can pick as many property
matches as you want here. Just
keep in mind that the properties
you put in here have to match
perfectly for the connection to be
successful.
10. Select Ok in the Select Class properties and
Add in the Add Joint window. Finally hit Ok
to exit the Project Setup.
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Add two Compound Joint to the Project
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Open the Project Setup, Expand Plant 3D DWG Settings, and Select Piping Connection Settings.
This time select the Add… button on the bottom right, in the Compound Joints section.
Joint Name: AAAtoAAA
Display Name: Coupling at Connection A to A
End 1 and End 2 select the checkbox next to AAA
In the middle of End 1 and End 2, select the
button under Connection Component:
The Setup Connection Component window pops up, expand Piping and Equipment if it isn’t already,
expand Pipe Run component, and finally select Coupling.
8. On the right side of the Setup Connection Component dialog box, the checkbox next to Nominal
Diameter should be checked by default.
9. Scroll down to the Gasket Std. property and check the box. The Set Matches window pops up.
10. Select the fourth option, Set value, type 1 in the text window.
11. Select Ok in Set Matches and Setup Connection Component windows.
12. Select Add in the Setup Compound Joint window to create the compound joint.
Now we need to add the compound joint for the AAA to BBB coupled joint. For that repeat the above steps
1-12 but change the following numbers below. The main changes are in the name, End 2, and the Gasket Std.,
or try it on your own without the steps!
3.
4.
5.

Joint Name: AAAtoBBB
Display Name: Coupling at Connection A to B
End 1 select the checkbox next to AAA, and End 2 select the checkbox next to BBB

10. Select the fourth option, Set value, type 2 in the text window.
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Once the compound joints are created, you’re not quite done yet. The couplings will have an end code on
Universal_ET on both ends. It’s just the way Autodesk wants couplings made here, so we have to create a
simple joint for a connection between AAA and BBB to a Universal_ET.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Select the top Add… button that is up by the simple joints area to the right.
In the Add Joint dialog box, Joint Name enter: COUPLING
Under Display Name enter: COUPLING
For End 1 check the boxes corresponding to AAA and BBB
For End 2 check the box under Universal_ET
In the properties matches: section select Add Property on the right.
Once the Select Class Properties box opens, make sure that Pipe Run Component is selected on the
left, and scroll to Nominal Diameter on the right side.
Select Ok in the Select Class properties and Add, in the Add Joint window.

When all is complete your connection page should look like this:
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Configure a size specific property from Catalog to BOM
Every company out there has their own set of standards and processes for the engineering and design of their
plants. Most companies that I have worked with have that one property that is specific to them, and just
doesn’t work in any of the existing properties that are out-of-the-box. In this case a custom property has to be
added to the catalog, but the configuration doesn’t stop there. In order to follow the part through the catalog
onto the spec, into the 3D design and out on a BOM on an Ortho or Iso the property must be added in several
places at the correct time. In some cases the property may be a size specific property instead of family specific
property. This adds another level of configuration, and takes a little thinking outside the box. One
“workaround” that we’ll have to do is in how the custom property must be filled out by using an excel export.
Hopefully Autodesk will add the capability to make a custom catalog property in the sizes tab, but for now we
have this workflow.

Add Custom Property to the Catalog
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Open the Plant 3D Spec Editor. On the Welcome Screen, under catalog select open.
If it doesn’t automatically go to the content folder, browse to the CPak Common folder
 C:\AutoCAD Plant 3D 2015
Content\CPak Common
Open the catalog AU2014.pcat
Select the Catalog Editor Tab across
the top of the spec editor.
While in the Catalog Editor find the
Catalogs drop-down at the very top left
of the spec editor. Select Catalogs and
then select the first option, Modify
Catalog Properties.
Fill out the property as shown in the
image to the right. Select Add when
complete, and OK to exit the window.

*Be very sure that Add property to: is set to All Part Groups. Otherwise the property will only be added to the
active component and nothing else.
Notice the property can now be filled out in the General Properties tab, under Piping Component Properties.
The property can be filled out here, but for most companies a Part Number, or whatever you call it, is going to
change for the different sizes of the component.
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So in the case of a property that is custom and changes with the different sizes in the part family, we’ll have to
do a catalog export and then fill out the properties in the excel spreadsheet.

Filling out a Custom Property by Size – Spec Editor
1.

With the AU2014 catalog open, select the Export to Excel
button on the toolbar directly below the drop-downs:
2. Set the Select export settings: to full catalog data export.
3. Browse to your desktop, call the file AU2014 Catalog Export
4. Go to your Desktop, locate the excel file, and open it in Excel.
5. Say yes to the file format match warning, if it pops up. Depends on your version of excel.
6. Find the column heading for PARTNO, it was column T on mine.
7. In the first row for PARTNO enter 10001, then the next 10002, use the fill option in excel to fill out all
the rows in numeric order.
8. Save the spreadsheet, and close it.
9. Back in the Spec Editor, select the Import from excel button that is right of the Export to excel.
10. Browse to your desktop, select the AU2014 Catalog Export spreadsheet.
*Next the Resolve Excel Import Changes dialog box opens. This window will show the user what
components have changes, what those changes
are, what the old value of a changed cell used to
be, and allow you to accept or reject the changes.
The property is unaffected until the change is
accepted, and if the change is rejected then the
original value is restored.
11. On the Resolve Excel Import Changes dialog box,
select the Accept All button, to accept all of the
changes. Select OK to save the changes and exit
the window.
Now you have a custom property that is size specific. The process for filling out the size property as detailed
above is how the property must be edited from now on. You will not want to edit it on the piping component
properties area of the general properties tab because that will edit all sizes and make them all the same size.

Add Custom Property to your Spec
Plant 3D does not automatically push the custom property from the catalog into the spec file. The user needs
to add the property into the spec prior to placing components into it, but a custom property cannot be added
to the spec until a component has been placed into it. That’s where this gets a little tricky, but follow the
instructions and it will be successful.
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Before starting these steps, make sure that the AU2014 project is closed in Plant 3D.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

Create a new spec in the file drop down, save it in the AU2014 project’s Spec Sheets folder. Call the
spec Alpha Fittings.
 The spec is/should be empty
Open the AU2014 catalog if it isn’t already opened.
Add just one of the components from the catalog to the spec.
 Make note of which one you added if you don’t think you’ll remember.
Double click on the added component in the spec window
In the Edit Parts Dialog Box Switch to the Edit Properties tab, fill out the property as shown below,
select the Add button, and the OK to exit the Edit Parts dialog.

Add all of the components in the AU2014 catalog to the Alpha Fittings spec.
 Double click on one of the components, not the original, and ensure that you see the PARTNO
column, and that it’s filled out. (10001, 10002, 10003…)
Find the initial component you added, remove it from the spec, and re-add it.
 The initial component may have been added twice. If there are two versions of it remove
both and just add one back in.
Save the spec file, and close the spec editor.

Add Custom Property to the Project
Back inside Plant 3D make open the Au2014 project. This is the last step to adding a custom, size specific,
property. In this section we add the property to the Plant 3D class definitions. Once it is added to the class def.
then it can be added to the table setup in your orthographic and isometric templates. Sometimes companies
want to use underscores for the property name. Those would work in the catalog and the spec, but at this
level (Class Definition level) the software cannot read properties with spaces or special characters.
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1.
2.
3.

4.

Open the project setup.
Expand the Plant 3D DWG Settings, expand Plant 3D Class
Definitions, and select Piping and Equipment.
In the middle of the Class Definition area you will see a list of
Properties. To the right of the properties there is an Add button.
Select the Add button.
Fill out the Add Property as the image shows to the right
 Property name: PARTNO
 Display Name: PARTNO
 Choose a type: String

*The property name and display name must match the property name from when it was first made in the
catalog editor.
5.
6.

Select OK in the Add Property window, then OK in the Project Setup window as well.
Close the AU2014 project and reopen it for the software to read the property from the spec.
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Customize symbols for your Iso Drawings
In most designs an isometric is the end all, successful output that firms want to get to. Getting these isometric
drawing to meet the specific standards of the design firm or the customer can be a little tricky. Because of the
way isometric symbols are scaled and stretched as the iso engine works to get the best looking output it can,
these are not ordinary blocks. In this part of the lab we will look at an existing iso 2D block and edit it in
specific ways to make it work perfectly on the isometric output drawing.
Open IsoSymbolStyles from Plant 3D
1. Open the project setup.
2. Expand the Isometric DWG Settings section
3. Select Title Block and Display
4. Press the Edit Isometric Symbols button
in the bottom left of that area.
This will open the IsoSymbolStyles.dwg file that
resides in the Isometric folder of the Project. This
file holds all of the block definitions for the different
isometric styles the project has.

Save Block As
1.
2.
3.

In the Edit Block Definition window scroll down and find the block named Elbow.
 Block editor environment will open, the Elbow block in view.
In the Block Editor Tab, the first panel on the left is titled Open/Save. Select the
panel label where you see the down arrow, from there choose the option for Save
Block As.
In the Save Block As dialog box type in the block name field FL_Elbow. Select OK

This will make a copy of the Elbow block and name the copy FL_Elbow. This way users can
edit the new block without disturbing the original block, but still take advantage of the
dynamics that were in the original block. Once the block is renamed and saved plant will take
you back into the edit block graphics window.
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Edit Block
1.

2.

Draw two lines (L+ENTER). One of the lines needs to be
perfectly vertical, and the other perfectly horizontal.
Both lines need to be 0.3in. long.
 Just draw the lines anywhere in the graphics
window. We will move them next.
Using the move command (M+ENTER) select the
midpoint of the line as the move base point, and move the
horizontal line to the endpoint of the line going up the YAxis. Move the vertical line from its midpoint to the line
going down the X-Axis. So that the block looks like the
image to the right.

Add New Lines to Existing Action Parameters
In this particular block we have two action parameters that need to
be edited so that the new line is included in the action. The two
action items are 1. Stretch and 2. Rotate as shown in the image to
the left.
1. Right click on the rotate action parameter (2) hover over
Action Selection Set and then select Modify Selection Set
from the fly out.
2. Select the horizontal line, press ENTER.
3. Right click on the stretch action parameter (1) hover over
Action Selection Set and then select Modify Selection Set
from the fly out.
4. Box around both the top lines like the yellow box in the
image to the right. Then select the horizontal line that
you created earlier and press ENTER.
The rotate in this block is there in the case the elbow is something
other than a 90° Elbow. So this block will work for other degree elbows such as a 45° or 22.5°. The stretch is
used to make everything fit together correctly. Depending on scaling of the isometric and gap length. That
distance from the block insertion to Port 3 may need to stretch out or in. If we hadn’t added the new flange
line to the action selection set the program wouldn’t have known to take that line with it on the stretch or the
rotate.
Map New Block to 3D component in the IsoSkeyAcadBlockMap.xml
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the IsoSkeyAcadBlockMap.xml file in notepad, from the isometric folder in Windows Explorer.
 …\AU2014\Isometrics\IsoSkeyAcadBlockMap.xml
Find the following line of code in the Fittings section which is the first entry of the mappings.

<SkeyMap SKEY = "EL??" AcadBlock ="Elbow"/>
Copy and paste this code in a new line below the existing line.
Modify the new line to match the below mapping.

<SkeyMap SKEY = "AULV" AcadBlock ="FL_Elbow"/>
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*Tip: You may want to do a find (CTRL+F) in the xml document to make sure that the first two digits and all four digits are
not used for any other skey in the xml. If it is, it may fail or put in the wrong block.

5.

Save the xml file and close notepad.

Each 3D component from our specs have an Skey type and an Skey. In this case the Elbows in the spec are
already filled out with the Skey Type=Bend Skey=AULV. Notice that some of the existing skeys’ in the xml
document only have two of the skey letters filled out and the final two are question marks (?). The question
marks in this case leave open the option for the end code to be added there. So a flanged elbow may have the
skey ELFL and a buttwelded elbows would be ELBW, and any new skey that starts with EL will divert to this
entry even if the final two are different. I have found that it is much easier to get the symbol to work if you
make up all four letters, but as the tip notes above be sure to double check that the first two or all four letters
are not used for a different Skey.

Utilize custom part tool before adding a part in the Catalog Editor
This objective is more of a tip. Creating custom components, that have custom parameters, from scratch can
be a very taxing process. If one where to start right in, and add the component in the catalog editor there is a
level of testing, of those custom parameters, that requires the user to keep jumping back and forth from the
Spec Editor to Plant 3D. A process that causes the user to totally shut down Plant 3D at one point. So in this
section of the lab we will look at using the Custom Part tool inside of Plant 3D to add parts and edit the
parameters live to figure out what configuration gives the correct outcome.

Exercise Introduction
In this example we are going to add a new valve to the project. In the end we’ll want the valve added to our
catalog for use in future project, but, in this practice, we’re acting as if we don’t know every parameter and
property of the valve. We will start in the Test Model.dwg plant drawing that we created in an early exercise.

Add a Custom Part
1. Open the Custom Part palette, which is located from the home tab, part insertion panel, custom
parts.
 The image below illustrates where the button is located.
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2.
3.

In the Custom Parts Builder palette, set the Part Type: to Valve.
Under the parameter image select the Shape Browser Button.
 If there is no Shape Browser button ensure that the tab
above the parameters image is set to Plant 3D Shape, and
not set to AutoCAD Block.

4.

In the shape browser find the block pictured below. Block Name: CPVI008000
 Search bar really doesn’t work! Notice where the scroll is at, and you should be able to find it
from there.
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5.

Select OK on the Shape Browser once you find the
correct block.
6. Change the Size and Nominal Diameter fields to 6”
7. Leave all Parameters as they are.
8. Ignore the Valve Operator section for now.
9. Select the Insert in Model button at the bottom of the
Custom Parts Builder palette.
10. Place the valve anywhere in space, any rotation also.

Edit the custom Part
One of the key advantages of using a custom part is that you can edit the parameters and properties in real
time. This way we can configure everything in the properties palette before we add the part to the catalog.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Once the valve is placed, select the valve and press one
of the plus signs at the ports.
 The connection is unsuccessful, because we do
not have a FL to AAA connection in our end
connections setup.
Select the valve again, right click, and select properties.
The properties palette will display.
 Move the properties palette so that you can get a
good look at the valve and the palette.
Scroll towards the bottom of the properties palette to the
Port Properties section.
Find the following properties and change them to the
following.
 End Type1= AAA
 End Type2= AAA
Try selecting the plus sign at the port again, notice that
the pipe will pull out this time, and a coupling is added.
 Connect pipe to both sides of the valve.
 Also notice that the connection looks terrible. We need to change the flange diameter of the
valve so that it fits in the coupling.
Now we want to edit the size of the valve. Find the Part Geometry section in the properties palette.
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7.

This section is not available with
components placed from the spec.
Change the properties as shown to the right:

Now you have the parameters that should be used in the
catalog editor. So you can go over to your Catalog Editor,
create a new component in the catalog and know exactly
what parameters work for the component. This saves a
ton of time from going back and forth from Spec Editor
to Plant 3D.
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